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From the Superintendent

I love this hobby, not only for the en-

joyment of building miniatures and

creating scenes, but the variety of

things you can do as a model rail-

roader, electronics, scratchbuilding,

track laying, scenery, operations, the

list goes on. That temporarily got

taken away from me with my fall, only

having one good functioning hand at

the moment has been very frustra-

tion, as the things I did before that I

just took for granted, I can’t do any-

more. Simple tasks aren’t so simple,

ever try cutting a piece of styrene

with only one hand? It can be done

but not as simple, have to get clamps

to hold straight edge as an option.

So I’m going to be learning new ways

to do tasks, and will take me a lot

longer to do things, but keeping a

positive attitude and looking forward

to getting back to modeling. The one

thing that even being down a hand

that can’t be taken away and that is

friendship and comradery, and I

thank those that emailed or called me

during this past summer, I appreciate

it! See you at the meeting!

Dave Salamon

Sept 16th Meeting

Show and Tell:

Locomotives

Clinics/Presentations:

Chama, Modelers Inspiration—Dave Salamon
O scale brass Gem Illinois Central 1880’s Forney loco to
model a Staten Island1890’s Forney—Ed Bommer

Greater Tulsa Area Train Show
October 7, 2017

Bixby Community Center
9am-3pm

$5 adults, kids under 12 Free!

OKC Train Show
9am to 5pm, Saturday, December 2, 2017
10am to 4pm, Sunday, December 3, 2017

http://www.okctrainshow.com/
Admission for both days is $12.00
Children 12 and under are FREE!

9th Annual Tulsa LDOP
March 18-20, 2018

http://ldopsigmeet.tulsanmra.org/
$40.00

More Details to Follow!!!
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Larry’s Question of the Month:

What is the difference between tubes and flues?

What is “Cinder Cutting”?

(If you have a railroad question and answer that you’d like to ask of the group let Larry Munro know about it!)

2017 MEETINGS

Sept 16 - Locomotives

Nov 18 - Structures/Dioramas
Meetings are from 9:30 to 12:30

New Hardesty Library

8316 E. 93rd St.
(Just East of Memorial on 93rd St.)

INDIAN NATIONS

OFFICERS

Superintendent
Dave Salamon

Assistant Superintendent
Charlie Tapper

Director
Jim Senese

Paymaster
Hal Blakeslee

Achievement Program
VACANT

Indian Na�ons Division of the NMRA
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Randy Smith
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May Highlights
Beginning Operations - Bruce Alcock

Bruce gave a presentation on operations, stared out with

where you can operate, talked about the prototype and

how we emulate what they do. Discussed the require-

ments and how to build your requirements or the scenar-

io. Explained waybills, the information on the prototype,

and the different ways you can do that for model opera-

tions.

Went on to discuss the instructions that should be developed so that your operators

can read and have instructions on what their jobs

are and how to perform their tasks. He went on to

talk also about the other parts in setting up an op-

eration such as track diagrams, ensuring all your

locomotives work, cars with their couplers are

working and turnouts work properly. Ended with a

debriefing from the crews, identified issues or

problems that need fixed,

Introduction to RFID - Steve Davis

Steve started out with a video on RFID operations on

his KCS 3rd which very well done, and he has it post-

ed on his web page under videos, can be found here:

http://kcs3.webs.com/videos

He then explained the hardware and software and a

little bit of how the

tags and reader

work and how he

can use that for

tracking cars us-

ing JMRI. Showed

the tags installed

on a truck of each

car.
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Thomas McGuire’s 576 in2 Layout

3rd Place

I have been layout-less for the last several years since tearing down my 10’ x 11’ spare bed-

room layout. When Dave presented the group with this challenge it sounded like the perfect

opportunity to get some of my rolling stock off the shelves and back on the rails.  I was a bit 

hesitant to start this project having limited �me and resources, but two months before the 

layout was to be displayed I said “screw it” and bought a 1/4-sheet of plywood and started

building.

Inspira�on & Design

Inspira�on for my layout was the 

Wantage Upper Yard plan found on

the Carl Arendt website, h�p://

www.carendt.com/. The original

design is of a Bri�sh prototype 

tram yard.  I knew I wanted something with a runaround and this track plan fit the bill.

My layout is HO scale, standard gauge. Dimensions are 12” x 42” (technically 504 in2)

with a detachable 5” x 24” double-track staging casse�e on the le� end.  This size and ar-

rangement was defined by the space in which I chose for the layout, the shelf above my com-

puter desk. I designed the layout in AutoCAD, below is the design I came up with. Curves are

all 18” radius. Turnouts are the same, constant 18” radius through diverging route to save a

bit of space. The base is a simple sheet of 15/32” plywood framed with 1x2 and covered with

a piece of ceiling �le.  Backdrop panels constructed of 1/8” birch ply wrap the back and ends 

of the base.  The staging casse�e is a piece of the same 15/32” plywood and hangs from the 

side of the base on pins and aluminum straps.
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Construc�on Techniques

Having not been par�cularly 

thrilled with the func�on of com-

mercial turnouts, along with the

limited selec�on of geometry, I de-

cided a�er my last layout that I 

wanted to try hand-laying my own.

I had also been using code 83 rail,

which looked too tall to me, especially for what I wanted to model. I considered code 70,

but it didn’t seem like much of a leap to invest in. That meant code 55 was the next step.

Originally, I had planned to hand-lay only the turnouts and use Micro Engineering code 55

flex-track for everything else, but ME discon�nued their standard gauge code 55 about the 

�me I discovered it.  At that point, I was either forced to go with code 70 or be stuck hand-

laying it all in code 55.  Naturally, I chose the la�er.

My foray into hand-laying actually started

in 2015 with much research followed by

an ini�al purchase of materials.  I decid-

ed to go with the “rail soldered to copper

-clad circuit board �e” method.  This was 

chosen over the “spiking” method as I

envisioned it to be a much more �me-

consuming and labor-intensive process

compared to soldering. Also, spiking

added the expense of buying spikes and

associated tooling. With that, I ordered a

bundle of Micro Engineering code 55 rail,

copper-clad printed-circuit (PC) 8”x6” �e 

strips from Clover House, and scale 8”x6”

lumber from Black Bear Construc�on Co. 

to use for the wood �es.  All is bulk, cut-

to-length material. I experimented with

these materials by construc�ng a self-

contained DC/DCC test track module for

use at my workbench.

Figure 1 - Layout setup on computer desk shelf.

Figure 2 - Test Track Module.

Figure 3 - Full-size track template laid out on completed base.
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This was my “proof-of-concept” to test

and prac�ce my track-building technique.

By building to my minimum standards

(e.g., min. curve radius, various turnout

types, etc.), anything I can make run on

the test track will run on the layout. That

was the plan at least.

Skipping ahead, I employed the same

basic techniques from building the test

track to construct the track for this layout,

star�ng with prin�ng a full-size detailed

track plan and a�aching it over the base.  

This track plan includes features like PC/

wood �e loca�ons and lengths, PC �e 

gaps, rail gaps, feeder wire loca�ons, etc.  

PC �es are cut to length, gapped as indi-

cated and placed on the plan. Next, rail

sec�ons are cut, formed, and pinned in 

place over the PC �es and soldered in 

place. I use a resistance soldering unit with a tweezer handpiece and regular .030” diameter

60/40 rosin-core solder. Using a smaller diameter solder or a solid-core/flux paste may be a 

be�er op�on as it is easy to get solder blobs if not careful when trying to get solder to flow 

under the rail.  I plan to experiment with these and other op�ons in the future.  The trusty 

NMRA standards gauge is used to set/check rail gauge and flangeways.  Rail is held in a ma-

chinist vise to file the notches required for turnouts, a bench grinder is used to form turnout 

points. For the handful of turnouts I’ve

built so far, this technique has been suffi-

cient. If I start building many more turn-

outs I plan to invest in some of the Fast

Tracks filing jigs.  Last thing to make are 

the throwbars. They are made from

lengths of thinner (.031”) PC-�e material 

with a hole drilled in one end for actua-

�on by a ground throw.  

Figure 4 - Building track.

Figure 5 - Turnouts #4 & 5 complete.

Figure 6 - Installing wood �es.
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At this point, I started making provisions for track power, drilling holes through the base and

soldering feeder wires to the bo�om of the rails.  Turnout frogs received individual feeder 

wires as well. Once the PC-�e/rail assembly is complete, it is unpinned from the template 

and painted.   I have been using Rustoleum Camouflage Earth Brown to paint my rail.  Track 

centerlines are transfer to the base and template is then removed. I lay the rails back over

the base to be used as a guide for installing the wood �es.  I cut my wood �es with a NWSL 

Chopper.  I a�ach the wood �es to the layout with wood glue or cyanoacrylate adhesive.  

Once all the wood �es are affixed, I sand the tops to make them level then used wood stain 

marker pens (dark walnut and ebony) to stain the �es.  

Hand-laying the turnouts also allowed se�ng custom point rail clearance.  I deviated from 

the NMRA gauge on this aspect, running the clearance �ghter.  The purpose of this change 

was to allow use of N-scale ground throws, which are about two-thirds the size and have a

shorter throw of .135” compared with their HO-scale counterparts size and throw of .190”. I

have not had any issues doing this.

Opera�ons

Except for a vague, general working knowledge I have no experience opera�ng a model rail-

road, but I have been opera�ng the layout to some degree.  This has basically been limited 

just swapping on-layout cars with cars from staging, thus far. The layout is setup for trains

consis�ng of a locomo�ve and two 40’ cars.  There are two industry car-spots. There is room

for two 40’ cars on each side of the runaround and one car on the runaround tail track. A

typical “opera�ng session” will start with one car each on the upper-right and lower-le� sid-

ings and two cars in staging.

Figure 7 - Wood �es stained and rail permanently installed.
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The following moves will then occur:

• Locomo�ve pulls first car from lower-le� siding and drops it on lower runaround 

track

• Locomo�ve runs around first car and shoves to runaround tail track

• Locomo�ve pulls second car from upper-right siding, then shoves to couple with

first car

• Locomo�ve pulls cars and leaves on upper runaround track

• Locomo�ve pulls 2 cars from staging drops on lower runaround

• Locomo�ve shoves original cars to back staging track

• Locomo�ve runs back onto layout, couples to new cars, shoves cars to tail track, 

drops right-most car on tail track

• Locomo�ve pulls remaining car back to lower runaround track

• Locomo�ve runs on upper track, picks up car from tail track and moves car to upper

-right siding

• Locomo�ve runs to tails track, backs to couple to car, then makes necessary moves 

to spot car on lower-le� siding

• Rinse & Repeat

This is the just one process, but can be accomplished a variety of ways. As such, it takes

roughly 17 minutes to complete one “turn” opera�ng at slow speeds.  I have also experi-

mented with running two locomo�ves, a pair of 44-tonners, which seems doable if a second

person wanted to operate the layout, though this isn’t really prac�cal.

Updates & Future Plans

I have managed to make some pro-

gress since displaying my layout for

the contest last November. I re-

placed the temporary length of flex-

track on the casse�e with the per-

manent double track arrangement

shown in the plan above.  I a�ached 

my NCE Powercab panel to a small

piece of plywood and mounted it

below the layout along with a hex

frog-juicer to power all turnout

frogs.
Figure 8 - Completed staging casse�e track.
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I purchased an inexpensive

LED strip ligh�ng kit from 

Amazon recently and

mounted them on a re-

movable panel that rests

on top of the backdrop. I

have also started dabbling

with some scenery.

I have also se�led on a lay-

out theme. Choosing one

wasn’t easy for me. There

are so many industries that

I think would be fun to

model. I have been sketch-

ing up ideas for logging

camps, a couple different mine configura�ons and industrial areas.  My primary fascina�on 

for quite a while has been geared steam logging, and in the interest of making progress I have

decided to commit to such on this layout.

Since finalizing the layout theme, con�nued development of an appropriate opera�ng 

scheme is a high-

priority. Though I think

it’s really nothing more

than shu�ling log cars 

on and off the layout 

and maybe throw in an

occasional flat or box-

car of equipment and

supplies. The scheme

described above is a ge-

neric version I came up

with before deciding

what the layout would

be.

Figure 9 - LED ligh�ng panel installed.

Figure 10 - Tunnel portal at staging entrance.
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It has been fun star�ng a new layout and being able to run trains again.  I’m looking forward 

to making more progress with this layout, par�cularly with the scenery and detailing (things 

I’ve never really done on previous layouts).  I’m already contempla�ng how to integrate this 

layout into a larger future layout. Instead of physically fi�ng the layout in, my thought so far 

has been to replace the current staging casse�e with a carfloat scene and using it as a meth-

od to transfer cars to/from a ma�ng scene on the larger layout.  The founda�on for this idea 

was the CP Lake Slocan opera�on.  

I hope you all enjoyed reading along.

Figure 11 - Baldwin 2-4-4-2 #7 bringing in empty log cars.

Figure 12 - Shay #5 picking up logs.
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The Continuing Story: Incorporating my 576 Square Inch

Challenge

By Lane Littlefield

Changes...changes...changes...nothing stays the same.

Since the last write-up, numerous changes ("redesigns") have taken place.

The use of my old Atlas remote switches just became too problematic, particularly when buried

and unreachable. The under-the-tie design for the remote motor seemed engineered correctly,

but too many working issues ("gremlins") kept them from functioning properly. So, out came the

PECO switches to replace them, which meant some modification of the track design (see module

layout).

All trackwork is secured with pins while I test the operational capability. The operation of a small

dedicated switching area should work well for this 2x8 module with stubs for fiddle yard at one end

and three track industry at the other end. The fiddle yard will hold twelve cars for spotting with

thirteen industry destinations, one interchange track and an engine track. At least two industries,

maybe three, will be placed temporarily so they can be removed and create some variation/

flexibility for destinations (ex: freight station building could be changed to oil distributor tanks &

building).
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The original design of two modules in an L shape has now been changed to a

room size shelf-style layout (see room layout drawing). Each portion will be done

in module fashion so to keep layout work from overwhelming me (yard, engine

are, more industry and interchange are still the next 2x8 module planned).

As I have never "ventured" this far in layout building (...IT ACTUALLY RUNS...lol),

any thoughts or suggestions regarding design or operation are welcomed.
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Scenes from Lane Li�lefield’s 

incorpora�on and modifica�ons 

of the 576 challenge layout...
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Tony’s Tips and Techniques
By Tony Burgess

Some kits when built, have a vacant area at the end of the side walls where the end

piece of stripwood overhangs, so when assembled to the front and back walls, they

are flush to the adjacent wall. One method shows a piece of wood placed on the tem-

plate and the wall a small distance away, and a plank is glued on at the end, over-

hanging the end wall and butting against the scrap strip. Heck, am I making any

sense here?

I came up with a clever idea. I used a piece of plain siding (from my bin of scrap wood

pieces) .060" thick, actually it

was .063", and about 3" long. Then

cut another piece of about 1/8" strip-

wood to the same length. Now, I

used a piece of steel, in my case, a

3" gauge block, butted the sheet of

basswood against it, laid a finished

wall on edge, then glued down the

1/8" stripwood against the siding.

This gave me a perfect overhang for the side wall stripwood pieces. But, not finished

yet. I used a razor blade to thin the wood down on the inside edge to about .002-

.003" thinner

than the kit wall

thickness, then

shaved a cham-

fer along the out-

er edge so glue

won't get caught

in the jig.
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Tony’s Tips and Techniques

Now all you need to do is place it against the wall and lay the stripwood down, glued

of course.

Simple jig to make, and a time saver.
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Show & Tell
Ken Ehlers—Sn3
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Show

&

Tell

Ken Ehlers Sn3
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Show & Tell

Phil Gray —HO Scale
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Show & Tell

Phil Gray —HO Scale
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Show & Tell

Dave Salamon— AT&SF Oil Can, KCS Paper-

work, N scale cars
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Show & Tell
Randy Smith—Sn3
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Show & Tell

Randy Smith—Sn3
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Show & Tell

Tony Burgess—HO Scale
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Show & Tell

Tony Burgess—HO Scale
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Show & Tell

Ed Bommer O Scale
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Show

& Tell
Ed Bommer

O Scale
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Show & Tell

Ed Bommer O Scale
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Show & Tell

Ed Bommer

O Scale
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Show & Tell

Ed Bommer O Scale
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Show & Tell
Ed Bommer O Scale
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Show & Tell

Ed Bommer

O Scale
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Show & Tell

Ed Bommer O Scale
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Phil Gray’s Scratchbuilt Bridge and rebuilt loco


